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Build. Evolve. Conquer. Welcome to the Dungeon...Roark von Graf—hedge mage and lesser

noble of Traisbin—is one of only a handful of Freedom fighters left, and he knows the

Resistance’s days are numbered. Unless they do something drastic…But when a daring plan

to unseat the Tyrant King goes awry, Roark finds himself on the run through an

interdimensional portal, which strands him in a very unexpected location: an ultra-immersive

fantasy video game called Hearthworld. He can’t log out, his magic is on the fritz, and worst of

all, he’s not even human. He’s a low-class, run-of-the-mill Dungeon monster. Some disgusting,

blue-skinned creature called a Troll. At least there’s one small silver lining—Roark managed to

grab a powerful magic artifact on his way through the portal, and with it he might just be able to

save his world after all.Unless, of course, the Tyrant King gets to him first …“An excellent start

to a series, this book has everything I look for in a fantasy novel: action, intrigue, and

evolution!” — Dakota Krout, author of the Divine Dungeon and the Completionist

ChroniclesFrom James A. Hunter, author of the litRPG epic Viridian Gate Online, and eden

Hudson, author of Path of the Thunderbird and the Jubal Van Zandt Series, comes an exciting

new litRPG, dungeon-core adventure you won’t want to put down!

Praise for Lock In"This is the kind of thriller that Michael Crichton, Lincoln Child, and James

Rollins do so well. Add John Scalzi to that list."  �Douglas Preston, #1 NYT bestselling author of

The Kraken Project and Impact"As much as Scalzi has the scientific creativity of a Michael

Crichton, he also has the procedural chops of a Stephen J. Canell to craft a whodunit with

buddy-cop charm and suspects aplenty �most of them in someone else's body."  �USA

Today“Satisfying.”  �NPR“Scalzi takes his work to an entirely new level.”  �Cory Doctorow“A smart,

thoughtful near-future thriller…. This powerful novel will intrigue and entertain both fans and

newcomers.”  �Publishers Weekly, starred review“John Scalzi may be the most entertaining

writer in SF today.”  �Toronto StarPraise for Head On"Particularly relevant....A fun, breezy thriller,

one that showcases a world that carries with it some extremely astute commentary on some of

the real problems that we face in our own. "  �The Verge"Head On doesn’t care if you’ve read

Lock In or not, but it does care if you enjoy a mystery wrapped up inside a science fiction

novel....This might even be one of the best introductions to Scalzi out there."

 �Culturess"[Scalzi's] prose flows like a river, smoothly carrying us through the story; his

characters are beautifully crafted; and his future world is impeccably designed, at the same

time wildly imaginative and wholly plausible."  �Booklist, starred review"This taut mystery, filled

with memorable characters in a well-constructed world, will keep readers on the edges of their

seats."  �Publishers Weekly, starred review"Readers will definitely showup for the witty banter

and smartass takedowns….Very clever, wonderfully satisfying fun."  �Kirkus--This text refers to

the mass_market edition.About the AuthorJOHN SCALZI is one of the most popular SF

authors of his generation. His debut Old Man's War won him the John W. Campbell Award for

Best New Writer. His New York Times bestsellers include The Last Colony, Fuzzy Nation,and

Redshirts (which won the 2013 Hugo Award for Best Novel), and 2020's The Last Emperox.

Material from his blog, Whatever, has also earned him two other Hugo Awards. Scalzi also

serves as critic-at-large for the Los Angeles Times. He lives in Ohio with his wife and daughter.

--This text refers to the mass_market edition.
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mailing list!Chapter 1Heroes and CowardsThe last fiery red light of sunset glared over the

peaked rooves of the village of Korvo, just violent and desperate enough to tear through the

dark storm clouds that had been looming all day. In the snow-blown streets, women in brightly

colored dresses decorated with shiny tin coins and men in dark jerkins over vibrant shirts

rushed home from the afternoon’s errands, heads down, eyes on the cobblestones. The

beggars and street urchins common to every settlement since the Tyrant King came into power

had quietly disappeared into the dark, dank hideaways where they took shelter in times of

inclement weather.If not for the furtive glances at the heavily armed Ustars patrolling the

village, the citizens could almost have been hurrying to beat the coming snowfall. But Roark

von Graf knew better. The shoulders hunched as if awaiting the fall of an Ustari ax. The skirts

clutched just so to muffle the jingling of the coins and avoid drawing the patrols’ attention. The

silence, that cursed silence, which filled the streets. All were dead giveaways to Roark’s sharp

eyes. These cheerful, friendly mountain folk didn’t fear snow—they were bred for cold nights

and snow-filled days—they feared the fist of a merciless tyrant.Roark sunk back into the

shadows of the narrow alleyway as a pack of Ustars tromped past, fanged halberds in hand,

snake-jawed helms all facing forward. Thick woolen cloaks emblazoned with the Tyrant King’s

winged serpent whipped along behind them, protection from the cold, and one more testament

to the fact that they did not belong among Korvo’s hardy people.With all the noise they were

making, passing undetected was almost too easy. Roark listened to the clank of the patrol’s

heavy armor get farther away, then slipped across the street into the alley behind the butcher’s.

The cold mitigated the stench of the day’s refuse, but not by much. Feral cats and a mangy

stray dog looked up from the entrails, regarding him warily as he passed. A battle-scarred

tomcat laid back what was left of its ears and yowled a warning to stay away from the food.A

bad omen if the Lyuko travelers who came through every year could be believed.“This was my

city before it was yours, Tom,” Roark murmured to the territorial old grouch as he passed. “And



it’ll be mine again after tonight. All of bloody Traisbin will be free, and you won’t even have to

thank me.”The stench of rotting meat faded behind him as he followed the alley to its end. From

there, a sharp left took him behind the motley collection of businesses that lined the street. No

glow lit the windows of the dwellings over the businesses. No laughter, no children playing, no

idle music or clinking of pots as food was prepared. Tonight was a night of silence, of fear, of

anxious listening at the door for the sound of heavy Ustari boots thundering up the stairs.Roark

stopped in the shadows along the rear of a fabric store, searching the alleyway and darkened

windows for spying eyes. No witnesses who could later relay his whereabouts to the Ustars.As

he ducked inside, a minor writ scrawled hastily at the bottom of the door caught his

attention:Shoulde any baring the wingd serpente of the Tyrante King cross this thresholde the

shelfs of fabrik along the walls of this store shall colapse with a great combustione.It was

meant to sound the alarm if Ustars crossed the threshold, but it was done so badly that only

someone displaying the winged serpent prominently would set it off, and then, the shelves

which were supposed to collapse noisily—causing what the half-literate idiot who’d written it

had probably meant to be a great commotion—would instead catch on fire, taking everyone

inside the fabric store and half of the town with it.Probably more of Albrecht’s work, that

careless buffoon.Shaking his head, Roark knelt inside and quickly rubbed the mess away with

the palm of his hand. With his penknife, he carved a corrected writ into the wooden planks,

adding a clause to make the carvings appear as nothing more than the scratches of a family

pet begging to come inside. The moment he sealed it with the punctuation, the magick went

into effect, the letters becoming incomprehensible canine scratches in the wood.Before the

Tyrant King came to power, only the nobles and wealthy in Traisbin could afford to send their

children off to learn the magick of letters. Since then, only those children the tyrant handpicked

to be groomed as mages for his armies were taught to read and write. The odds that a literate

Ustar would happen upon the writ were nearly zero, but if one of the Tyrant King’s guards

recognized it as writing, his forces would converge on the fabric shop and execute everyone

inside, literate or not. Mages who didn’t bow to the Tyrant King often found themselves without

a head to bow.Potential village-destroying fire and bloody executions averted, Roark slid the

penknife back into the hidden pocket inside his jerkin and eased the door closed.As he walked

through the empty store, Roark ran his fingers over the many textures of fabric. It was an old

habit from childhood, back when he couldn’t believe so many different tactile sensations could

exist in one place: smooth, coarse, knobbly, velvety, gauzy, woolen, ribbed, woven,

embroidered, satiny. Korvo, being on one of the few roads that led through the mountains, was

uniquely suited to sell goods from both sides of the continental divide—a fact his merchant-

minded mother had once been quite proud of.Behind the seller’s bench, Roark found a thick

carpet pulled aside and a trapdoor leading down into the cellar. With a shake of his head, he

banished the bittersweet memories and returned his mind to the matter at hand.The stone

stairs had worn uneven over the centuries, but he took them two and three at a time with the

easy grace of a child of the mountains. The murmuring of voices carried into the dark corridor,

ghostly whispers compared to the solid clunk of his boots on the stone. A line of jade light

leaked from beneath a door up ahead.Roark threw open the door, revealing the green-lit war

room. Frightened gasps went up, hands grabbed frantically for maps, and chairs scraped away

from the huge central table. Ancient tapestries flapped against the old stone walls, and the

emerald burung fire burning in the sconces flickered before returning to full strength once

more.A dozen pairs of wide eyes settled on Roark’s lean form. Only a dozen. This was the

T’verzet, the Rebel Council. The last unified resistance against the Tyrant King, Marek Konig

Ustar. And they were cowering in a basement like kicked dogs.“Graf, you nearly gave us a



heart attack!” snapped Cambry, the elderly owner of the fabric store. The old man slammed the

maps clutched in his hands back onto the table. “Shut that damn door!”“Is it true?” Roark

kicked the door closed behind him with a heel and strode farther into the room. “That he’s in

Korvo? That he’s staying at the Graf Manor House—” He slammed his fist on the table, rattling

the cloudy glass panes in the burung lamp at the center. “My manor house?”Across the table,

the scar-faced Albrecht snorted imperiously. “That house is as much yours as the Seat of

Power is the Council of Ancients’.”Roark raised an eyebrow and opened his mouth to point out

Albrecht’s similar position in the von Herzog family’s former coastal holdings, but was cut off by

an aged voice from his right.“You walked the same streets as we did, Roark, you saw the

patrols,” Morgana said, folding her gnarled, arthritic hands on the table before her. She twisted

the opal ring on her thumb absently as she spoke; the fat gemstone was proof that she’d once

sat on the true council, handing down decrees for the entirety of the country. “The caravan was

supposed to travel on to Moseley, but they can’t get through the mountains with the blizzard

coming in. They’re waiting here for the pass to clear.”“This is it, then,” Roark said, excitement

fluttering in his chest. “We couldn’t ask for a better chance. I know that manor better than

anyone. All the back ways, all the ins and outs. I can get to him, kill him now before the weather

clears and they move on—”“Absolutely not.” Morgana sat back in her seat, pursing her wrinkled

lips. “We’ve no plan in place for this. It’s too much of a risk. If you fail—”“I won’t,” Roark said,

brow furrowed.Albrecht threw up his hands. “Here we go! The lost noble of Korvo knows better

than the combined experience of the entire T’verzet now.”“I know better than that gibberish you

scrawled on the door up there,” Roark said, infusing his voice with a lightness he didn’t feel. “It’s

a wonder you’ve only burnt off half of your face so far.”“Know-everything poseur,” Albrecht

snapped, kicking up from his seat. “Acting like you’re not as self-taught as the rest of us

—”Roark snorted. “Can you even say your letters, mate?”“You’ll want to watch that big head,

Graf, before somebody kicks it in.”“Both of you bullheaded pups shut your yaps!” Cambry

boomed with a strength that belied his aging body. He gestured to Morgana. “What the

councilwoman was trying to say is, so far, we’ve been blessed lucky in hiding the seat of the

resistance. One slipup—one hint that we’re here—and every Ustar in Traisbin’ll descend on this

city like flies on a rotting corpse.”“I won’t slip up,” Roark said with every ounce of the confidence

he felt. “I know that manor like the back of my hand—I could walk its passages in my sleep.” In

fact, he often did when he slept long enough to dream. “I can get in and back out again before

Marek himself knows he’s dead.”“The risk is too great,” Morgana said, shaking her head.“But

the payoff is everything we’ve been fighting for!” Roark tried but was unable to keep the

desperation from his voice. “Twenty years of the Tyrant King’s oppression, and we could end it

tonight!”“Would you see Korvo burned to the ground?” Bran, the barrel-gutted innkeeper,

asked, speaking up for the first time since Roark’s arrival. He leaned forward in his seat,

bracing his meaty arms on the table, and continued in his quiet, measured voice. “Her people

turned against one another as informants and snitches, turning their friends and neighbors

over to the Tyrant King to save themselves and their children? Because that’s the price of

failure, Graf. That’s what you’re gambling with here.”“Laying aside the fact that this is hardly a

gamble considering my familiarity with the manor house,” Roark said, “isn’t it worth at least that

much? Did any of you join the resistance without realizing you were risking your life and the

lives of everyone connected to you? Because you’re in the wrong line of work if you

did.”“Dammit, man, I’ve got a family!” the usually soft-spoken innkeeper thundered. Bran looked

as taken aback at his outburst as anybody else. He lowered his head, collected himself, then

went on in a voice once again calm. “I’ve five children and a wife to look out for, haven’t I? You

may have nothing left to lose, Graf, but we do. You wouldn’t be so quick to throw it all away if



you did.”Roark felt his lips pulling up in a contemptuous snarl. He pushed down the sudden

urge to leap across the table and punch Bran’s teeth into the back of his skull.“You all feel this

way?” His dark eyes slid from face to face in the green-lit war room, seeing nothing but fear

and weakness reflected back at him.One by one, the so-called rebels lowered their eyes or

glared back at him as if he were the one who couldn’t understand.“Cowards,” he spat. “If you

aren’t ready to risk everything to free your people, then you don’t deserve to call yourselves

T’verzet. When the right opportunity presents itself, you can’t hold anything back.”Unable to

look at them for a second longer, Roark turned on his heel and stalked out of the room,

slamming the door behind him.Chapter 2Graf ManorNight had long since fallen, and the

blizzard had blown in. Through the driving snowfall, the mountains were dark jagged peaks

against the midnight sky. Roark crouched in the trees at the edge of the Graf Manor—his

manor, no matter what that dolt Albrecht said. His only concession to the cold was a dark

woolen jacket. The jacket’s many pockets were filled with scraps of parchment, each one inked

in his neat, precise hand.Since leaving the Rebel Council, he’d spent the better part of the

evening writing out every spell he might possibly use if this assassination became a battle for

his life. Shield barriers, entanglements, stunners, illusions, elemental attacks, projectiles,

poison, and plague—everything he could foresee being needed sorted carefully into offensive

and defensive attacks and ready for deployment. Plus one special pocket, filled with a surprise,

just in case.And for those problems he couldn’t foresee, his penknife was tucked into the breast

pocket of his jerkin. The knife was his own design, forged not long after the Bloederige Noct,

the Night of Blood. Its blade was thin and small as a nib, its handle long enough to hold like a

pen. With it, he could cut flesh as precisely and quickly as a pen could write. That little knife

had saved his life more times than he cared to count, and his left arm was laced with the scars

to prove it.From his vantage point in the trees, Roark could see down the southern wall of the

estate. A small squad of Ustars hunched inside their cloaks at the carriage gate, stomping their

feet and rubbing their hands together to keep the blood flowing. He’d already been around to

the west side of the manor and seen the pair of snake-helmed guards watching over the much

smaller servants’ entrance, both complaining loudly about whose nether regions they hadn’t

kissed enough to end up stationed outside in a bloody blizzard.Roark stole through the forest

to the north, the accumulating blanket of white silencing his steps. Snow-padded memories of

late-night wolf hunts with his father, uncles, and elder cousins in these same woods flashed

through his mind as he ran.It’d been the highlight of his ninth year, finally being old enough to

join them. Though he’d tired almost immediately and his stomach ached with hunger, he hadn’t

complained for fear they would send him back to the house with the women and the babies. He

could still remember the rush of accomplishment he’d felt when they caught up to the huge

beast. His cousin Dirk had made the kill, but Roark had kept up with the men all night long,

packing his own spear, never once giving away their position. He was a man just like they were,

and the slap on the back he’d earned from his father as they dragged the wolf home had

proven it.Somewhere high in the mountains a lone maka-ronin—king of the wolves—howled,

bringing a smile to Roark’s face. It felt good to be on the hunt again, and in his home territory,

too.He stopped at the edge of the forest, watching the northern wall of the Graf estate. The tall

stone barrier lay only yards from the mountainside, a snow-covered scree of fallen rocks

bridging the distance between the two. Without even a gate to guard, no Ustars had been

posted along this side of the estate. Arrogant fools.Roark slipped out of the trees and melted

into the shadows along the northern wall.What these intruders didn’t know about Graf Manor

was that generations ago, the lady of the house had become somewhat … eccentric … and

was convinced that one of the roaming bands of Lyuko travelers had cursed her. As a result,



she’d had several secret entrances and exits built into the estate in case of attack. Of course,

she’d also slept in a coffin and worn a necklace made from her late husband’s teeth, but

thankfully those precautions hadn’t outlasted her ladyship. The whole family had had a good

laugh at the irony when, nearly a hundred years later, Roark’s father took a Lyuko tsarina for

his wife—though his mother liked to joke that the marriage was all part of the curse.It took

some kicking around in the snow and rockfall, but Roark located the heavy iron ring lying

tangled in the dead grass like an ancient bit of trash. He grabbed the ring with both hands and

pulled, straining until the hidden trapdoor opened with a rusty creak.He winced. Could use a bit

of grease, those hinges.Roark took a moment to toss down a scrap of paper containing an

illusion to camouflage his passing—An area fifteen foot square from the edges of this paper

appears as if it has not been disturbed by humans in the past hour.—in case anyone came

looking for the source of the noise. When the paper hit the snow, the magick went into effect,

and he could see nothing but an undisturbed blanket of white from his boots to the tree line.

The illusion would last only ten minutes or so, but that would be plenty of time for the blizzard

to remedy the situation.Satisfied with the working, Roark climbed into the blackness of the

mountainside tunnel and eased the trapdoor shut behind him. The darkness felt as though it

was pressing in from all directions, thick and claustrophobic. This might have almost been

frightening if he hadn’t grown up playing hide and seek in these passages. He pulled another

scrap of paper from his pocket and rolled it into a tube. The end smoldered for a moment, then

caught, lighting the passage with a tiny green flame.The tunnels running under the estate

grounds weren’t so different from the secret corridor under Cambry’s fabric store. Mortared

stone lined the walls from top to bottom, and thick wooden beams protected them against cave-

ins. Roark followed the mountainside tunnel to its first fork—the right leading to the stables and

the left to the eastern wing of the manor house—and took a left. From there, he hooked right,

right, and then left again, easily snaking through the maze meant to confuse pursuers. He’d

lost his little sister Talise in there once purposely and been spanked soundly for it.The smirk

died on Roark’s lips at the bottom of the stairs. He extinguished the burung fire and followed

them up. At the top, he found the hidden window that looked out into the courtyard, its pane

dusty from going so long unused. From the outside, the hidden window looked like just one

more in the line of glassed-in small archer slits along the manor’s eastern wing. But from the

inside, the window and the stairs were concealed behind a false wall in the corner of what his

family had called the blue sitting room.Roark’s hand came to rest on the catch that swung open

the false wall, but he didn’t spring it yet. Instead, he looked out into the courtyard, the last place

he’d seen his family alive. Most of them, anyway. His father had been cut down in the sleeping

quarters trying to defend his mother and Talise, who still hadn’t outgrown her habit of sneaking

into their bed at night. After his father, four of his uncles, an aunt, and three cousins were killed,

the Ustars had dragged the remaining von Graf men, women, and children outside and

executed them in the courtyard. All except for Roark.He flinched at the memory of his mother

throwing herself over the tiny shadow of his little sister as the Ustari blade fell. The two of them

had died beside the well house, just over there.That night had been chaos and screaming and

the clash of steel on steel. The servants who hadn’t run were slain where they stood. Roark

had done the only thing he could think to do as the Ustars closed in on him—grabbed the

hunting knife from his fallen cousin and carved I am invisible. into his left forearm. It was the

first time he’d improvised magick, the letters sloppy and haphazard with the overlarge blade,

but mercifully, the spell hadn’t killed him.Out of the twenty-seven members of the von Graf

family, only the eleven-year-old Roark had escaped the slaughter. Fitting, then, that twenty

years later, he would be the one to end the Tyrant King’s reign in the very same house. And



thanks to the Rebel Council’s cowardice, he would do it alone, just like he’d done everything

else since Bloederige Noct.Roark triggered the catch and the false wall swung open, silent as

a ghost. He crept out into the sitting room, his boots whispering across the faded blue rug. The

musty scent of emptiness and neglect hung in the air like fog.At the center of the room, the

long blue chaise lounge had been overturned and never righted. Here and there, wingback

chairs lay on their sides, their legs chopped off for firewood. The remains of an end table and

an oil painting lay in the fireplace together half-burned. Though Roark remembered seeing it

hanging on the sitting room wall in his youth, he couldn’t recall which of his ancestors the

portrait had depicted. It was too late now to ask since anyone who might know was long

dead.Taking care to avoid the blackened floorboards in the doorway of the sitting room—old

blood, marking where his Uncle Jorik had perished—Roark stole silently into the hall and

toward the main sleeping quarters. The closer Roark drew, the more blood spots he

encountered, the only physical memorials of his family. There was the place where Uncle

Gareth fell. And there, Cousin Dirk. Cousin Res. Aunt Caena …And in the corridor just outside

his parents’ chambers, the dried pool of black where his father had made his last stand.The

heavy oak door was shut, but no Ustar stood guard outside. The short-cropped hairs down the

nape of Roark’s neck prickled. No guards patrolling the halls and only a token show of force

outside the manor? He’d been so caught up in memories, he hadn’t given the lack of ready

adversaries a thought, but this wasn’t at all like the Tyrant King. That bastard never went

anywhere without his personal entourage of the most brutal fighters in all of Traisbin.Roark

pressed his ear to the intricately carved panel of the door, holding his breath and straining to

hear any hint of movement. Long seconds passed with nothing but the sound of his own

pulse.Then, finally, the muffled creak of leather.It was like that old joke about the saucy

milkmaid—How many heavily armed Ustars could fit in one antechamber?Well, that was a

problem easily solved. Roark snuck back down the corridor into the nursery his sister hadn’t

lived long enough to outgrow and sprung the catch on the false panel in the wall. It swung open

silently. Little Talise had used the passage as a shortcut between her bed and their parents’,

though its original purpose was a quick escape. Not that the passageways had done much

good on Bloederige Noct. Between the two bedchambers lay a cramped staircase leading

down into a tunnel, which exited a few feet outside the carriage gate. Roark crossed the

landing and pressed his ear to the panel on the opposite side.Snoring. Deep and steady.Roark

slipped the wickedly curved Lyuko dagger from his belt. A fitting present from the son of a

murdered tsarina.Careful not to make a sound, he tripped the catch and eased the panel open

a crack. The snoring continued undisturbed.A fire crackled merrily in the fireplace, its yellow-

orange light dancing along the walls. The huge canopied bed that had once belonged to his

parents stood just outside the false panel, the source of the snores. The bed’s heavy green

curtains had been drawn to protect against stray drafts, hiding the sleeping Tyrant King

inside.Unfortunately, it also hid the door to the antechamber, which lay on the opposite side. He

couldn’t see whether it was open or shut. If Marek cried out or put up a struggle, the guards

would come running, and the few seconds a closed door could afford him would be

invaluable.There was nothing to be done for it, however. Roark had come too far and would not

be denied his chance at vengeance. Creeping around the bed just to check on a door only

increased his chances of making a sound that would wake his quarry and end this

assassination before it began. Better to get the job done and deal with the consequences as

they came.Like a Mist Wraith, Roark crept to the bed. Taking a fold of the heavy bedcurtain in

hand, he raised the dagger, preparing to drive its curved blade into the Tyrant King’s black

heart. Silently, he pulled the curtain back.The bed was empty. The curtains on the opposite



side hung open.A dozen battle-scarred, bloodthirsty warriors and one red-robed mage stood at

the ready. A bearded Ustar with a wide-bladed battle-ax grinned as he made exaggerated

snoring sounds.And at the center of the bodyguards stood the Tyrant King, Marek Konig

Ustar.Chapter 3Fallback Plan“So predictable,” the Tyrant King said, shaking his graying head.

“Spend a night in some backwoods manor and every rat with a minor claim to the old nobility

comes crawling out of his hole.”Roark’s grip on the Lyuko dagger tightened until the leather

straps around its handle creaked. His mouth was dry. His heart thundered in his ears.

Crossbow bolts and spell scrolls were trained on him, but he couldn’t look away from the aging

man with the salt-and-pepper hair. The first time he’d seen Marek Konig Ustar, he’d been a

child and the despot had been a monster, pulling spells from thin air without paper or writing,

completely disregarding the basic laws of magick.Now, standing this close to the man in his fur-

line robes, Roark realized the Tyrant King looked like nothing more than a bored aristocrat. If

not for the deadly glint in his eye, it would be almost hard to believe that this was the same

sorcerer who had conquered the entire continent of Terho in less than five years and kept it

clutched in his bloody fist for the next fifteen.Marek turned to the red-hooded mage standing at

his right hand. “Looks as if I owe you that purse, Lowen. The T’verzet was in Korvo all

along.”Roark scowled. Lowen von Reich—heir to the first of the noble houses to flip allegiances

when the Ustari Empire invaded and even more of a horse’s ass than Albrecht when they’d

been at academy together. Though, unfortunately, Lowen was a far better scholar. Arrogant,

cruel, and just competent enough to avoid blowing himself up by accident, which would have

been a true favor to the world.“Take him alive,” the Tyrant King said lazily, waving a dismissive

hand at Roark. “We’ll need the usual who, where, and what out of him in case his accomplices

try to flee the city.”The armed Ustars started around the bed, heavy armor clanking. The mage

and crossbowman held their positions, covering Roark to make sure he didn’t try to run for

it.With a great effort of will, Roark forced his fingers to fall open. The Lyuko dagger dropped

harmlessly onto the empty bed.“I surrender,” he said, scrubbing his palms up and down his

woolen jacket as if to wipe frantic sweat from them. On an upward swipe, he snagged a scrap

of paper from his pocket and palmed it. “I’ll tell you anything you want to know.”Inside the hood,

Lowen’s face twisted into a condescending smirk. “Funny, that doesn’t sound like the mouthy

little von Graf brat I remember.”“Probably because I beat your ass badly enough that last day at

the academy that it knocked you stupid,” Roark said, tossing down his spell.At the sudden

movement, the crossbowman let loose, but Roark was already throwing himself out of the ten-

foot blast radius. The bolt tore through the shoulder of his jacket, barely scratching his flesh.A

concussion wave shook the bedroom. Armor and weapons clattered like a tinker’s cart caught

in a tornado as the approaching guards were hurled into the wall. One hit the fireplace and

screamed as embers found their way through the chinks in his armor.Roark rolled to his feet in

front of the false panel, a spell in each hand and a new plan forming in his mind. He would lead

them into the tunnels, lose them in the maze, then double back for the Tyrant.Lowen was

already in motion, having protected himself from the burst of compressed air with a prepared

shield spell. The red-hooded mage threw a ball of paper at Roark’s feet.Roark darted into the

passageway a moment before a trio of iron bolas screamed through the air at knee-height and

splintered the panel behind him.Roark grinned as he leapt to the bottom of the stairs. “I think

you over-wrote it, mate!”“You don’t need legs to tell us everything we want to know,” Lowen

replied.Three of the heavily armored Ustars pushed down into the passageway after Roark,

their shoulders so wide that they had to come one at a time. The blades of their halberds

glinted in the glow from the firelight above.“Send the muscle in first to soak up the deadly

spells, is that it?” Roark taunted them. “Not a bad plan unless you’re the muscle.”With a



practiced flick of his wrist, he threw the spell in his right fist at the stairs. Green light flashed

when it hit. Thorny brambles erupted from the stone steps, entangling the brutes’ legs. The

shocked Ustars struggled and chopped at the brambles, trying to free themselves, but for every

branch they cut off, five more sprang up. In seconds, their halberds were tangled in the fast-

growing thicket.Effective, but not enough to take them out of the fight. Any mage with even

basic training could write a dispel.Roark tossed the spell in his left fist toward the stairs. This

flashed an inflamed red when it landed.“Nothing personal, gents,” he said as the sickly scarlet

smoke drifted up to meet them. Then he laughed. “Well, actually, it’s incredibly personal. Enjoy

your larva pox.”“You hex-slinging cur!” the Ustar nearest the smoke shouted, the fury in his

voice nearly concealing the panic. “I’ll rip your limbs off one at a time!”“I doubt that,” Roark said

with a malicious grin, retreating down the passageway and melting into the shadows. Within

moments, their shouts morphed into cries of pain and choked guttural noises as the vomiting

took hold.A great boom rattled the manor on its foundations. Dirt and debris rained down from

above. Firelight filled the staircase and spilled into the passageway as the bedchamber’s wall

splintered.Roark dug through his pockets searching out a shield spell in case the whole tunnel

collapsed on top of him, but miraculously the braces held.“Stop tearing up my manor, you over-

writing dimwit!” he hollered back up the passageway.“This estate and everything on it belongs

to the Ustari Empire,” Lowen called down. “But if you surrender now like a good mutt, we’ll even

bury what’s left of your body on the grounds when we’re done with you. Let you join your family

in the afterlife.”Roark knew that wouldn’t happen. The mage was just playing for time while he

wrote another spell.“Come down here and get me,” Roark replied.A moment later, a flash of

gold light on the stairs dispelled the brambles around the pox-ridden Ustars. The crossbowman

appeared at the top of the stairs, letting a bolt fly into the shadows.Roark pressed himself to

the stone wall as the bolt whistled past and clattered down the passage.“A little to your left,

mate,” he said, stepping into the light.The crossbowman slapped another bolt into his bow and

stomped on the stirrup, cranking the screw like mad in his rush to get the contraption

cocked.Roark pressed the shield writ to his chest, then flung another spell at the stairs. Brilliant

white fingers of lightning sizzled from the paper, searching out the closest sources of metal.

The crossbowman and the vomiting Ustars seized and shook as the electricity danced through

their bodies.The lightning had barely dissipated when the thick-bearded brute with the battle-ax

leapt through the gaping hole Lowen had blown in the wall. He landed with a weighty clang in

the passageway, mere feet from Roark. With a ululating screech, the brute swung his battle-ax

at Roark’s chest.The wind from the swing ruffled Roark’s hair as he backpedaled. He pulled out

another concussion spell and tossed it at the bearded berserker. The spell rebounded off an

invisible barrier, and the blast threw Roark backward down the corridor.All the air left his lungs

in a whoof when he hit, and his head bounced off the stone floor. Bright lights that had nothing

to do with magick flashed in his vision. Rebound spell. Lowen must’ve written it for the

berserker before sending him down. No more spell attacks that could backfire, then.Roark

rolled onto his side, trying to coax his lungs to breathe again while he pushed himself up onto

arms and legs still prickling from the impact.“What’s the matter, von Graf?” Lowen’s voice rang

down the stairs. “Did you outsmart yourself?”With that idiot’s taunting, Roark almost didn’t hear

the whistle of the blade at his back. He threw himself into a clumsy roll. The bearded

berserker’s ax buried itself in the stone floor, slinging up sparks.Finally, Roark’s throbbing lungs

reopened, and he gulped down sweet oxygen like water. He fumbled in his pockets, searching

out a defensive writ that wouldn’t ricochet.He dropped the paper and stumbled farther down

the passage as it floated to the floor. Blue light flashed onto the stone walls when it hit. The air

crackled and the temperature in the tunnel plummeted. A thick layer of black ice covered the



ground fifteen feet from the edges of the paper in all directions.The berserker cursed as he

tried to wrench his ax from the stone only to find it frozen in place.Roark smiled. An unintended

consequence, but a lucky one.From the stairs came the clomp of boots running with entirely

too much confidence.“Rebound spells for everyone, then,” Roark hissed bitterly, digging into his

pocket for his own version of the barrier. He stuck the spell to his chest, sending up a flash of

purple light.A moment later, the singing whine of a projectile cut through the air. His barrier

tolled like a bell as a spear bounced harmlessly off.Shouts echoed behind him as running

boots found the black ice and armored bodies crashed to the floor. He chuckled and dropped

another entanglement spell for any of the brutes not tripped up by the ice.The flash of green

from the brambles lit up the intersection ahead. He was only yards from the maze. Roark

glanced over his shoulder.With a flash of gold, Lowen dispelled the ice. The red-hooded mage

scribbled furiously at a parchment as he approached the tangle of thorny brambles. The Ustars

—bearded berserker included—had grouped behind the mage, waiting for the passageway to

clear so they could charge.Lowen ripped the spell off and tossed it at the brambles.Instead of

dispelling the thicket, the branches slithered down the passage toward Roark, gaining speed

as they went.Roark sprinted into the maze, cursing the red-hooded bastard’s cleverness. Now

he either had to dispel his own entanglement or abandon his plan to lose these goons in the

maze while he tried to outrun the thorny whips. Damn. With a begrudging grunt, Roark threw a

dispel writ at the racing brambles. They disappeared in a flash of gold.The clamor of running

feet reverberated off the walls of the maze as they followed him in.Roark hooked left, then

right, dropping an explosive spell that would lie dormant until someone bearing the winged

serpent crossed paths with it. The detonation would collapse the maze on their heads,

hopefully taking Lowen by surprise and buying himself enough time to get back to the Tyrant

King.Roark raced through the last intersection, grabbing the wall to redirect his momentum

around the corner. A weak glimmer of silver moonlight filtered through the hidden window

above as he dashed up the steps toward the blue sitting room.As he reached for the catch, the

false wall swung open. The Tyrant King stepped into the gap.Roark stopped so quickly that he

nearly fell on his face. He threw out his hands instinctively, slapping palms to the walls and

jamming several fingers in the process.Behind him, the explosive spell detonated. The stone

steps shook beneath his feet as the tunnels fell in, blocking off any means of retreat.At the top

of the stairs, Marek chuckled. “No way out now but through me.”Roark righted himself and

straightened up, glaring back at the tyrant.“Just as well,” he said, affecting a confidence he

didn’t feel. “I came here to end your worthless life, not run away.”“Big words to hide bigger

fears.” Marek descended a step, and Roark backed away as if magnetically repelled. The man

he’d been so unimpressed with before now looked every inch the deadly monster he

remembered from childhood. “You know what they called me before I took the throne,

boy?”Roark swallowed hard, unable to stop himself. He knew. He was the sole survivor of the

massacre that had earned Marek the nickname.“The Butcher of Korvo,” he replied in a hoarse

whisper.“Just so.” Marek dipped his head in acknowledgement. “And now I’ll finish the job

properly.”The Tyrant King surged forward, a flash of amber light filling the stairwell. Electricity

seared through Roark’s nerves, passing through his barrier spell as if it didn’t exist. Just

beyond the pain and disbelief, he felt himself tumbling down the stairs.What felt like lifetimes of

agony later, the electricity abated. Roark opened his eyes, blinking away the purple-green

afterimages left on his retinas and struggling to get his bearings. He was lying on debris from

the collapsed tunnels.“I’ll give you one chance, boy,” Marek said. “Tell me where the Rebel

Council’s hiding out and I’ll make your death quick. Refuse and I’ll draw your life out until you’re

begging to die.”Roark’s muscles shuddered and twitched with aftershocks as he pulled himself



to his feet. He bowed his head, not trusting his voice, and raised one trembling palm as if to

surrender. With his other hand, he dipped into his pocket and whipped out a spell.Another flash

of amber light. The scrap of parchment was incinerated. As the ashes crumbled in his grasp,

Roark followed the light to the Tyrant King’s chest—a glowing topaz stone set in an intricately

worked silver pendant.“I tried to be merciful,” Marek said with a half-hearted shrug, his

indifferent tone more suited to discussing a boring day in court than doling out excruciating

torture. “You brought this on yourself. Remember that.”This time when the pendant flashed that

blinding amber light, Roark tried to dodge. It was a futile effort. There was nothing to dodge. No

arc of electricity, no projectile or blast or bolt, just pure unadulterated agony destroying him

from the inside out. It was like magma running through veins. Like a skinner’s knife slicing off

flesh an inch at a time. Like acid melting his guts and dissolving his bones. All of it at once. As

if from far away, he heard himself screaming. He willed himself to lose consciousness or die—

one or the other, anything but awareness—but the same amber magick torturing him was

blocking those too-easy escape routes. He couldn’t take it. He would lose his mind if it didn’t

end soon.He had to end it however he could. Death or betrayal, whichever one would stop the

pain faster.Without warning, the agony dropped down to a nearly bearable level. Roark realized

he was on his knees at the foot of the stairs, his upper body held up by some force other than

himself, sweat rolling down his face and back. The pendant glowed a furious amber on the

Tyrant King’s chest.“You were saying about the T’verzet?” Marek prompted.“Th-the T’ver-zet,”

Roark stuttered, struggling to form words through the constant stream of pain. “Th-th-they’re

—”Marek nodded like a patient tutor with a particularly slow student. The only hint that he was

interested was the slight bend of his neck, leaning in closer as if he could will the information

out faster.“They’re—” Roark’s shaking hand plunged into his last-ditch pocket and scooped out

sand mixed with pepper powder. He flung the mixture into the Tyrant King’s face.Marek howled,

pawing desperately at his eyes. Arrogant bastard was used to facing down academy-trained

mages who relied entirely on magical attacks, not hedge mages who’d had to finish teaching

themselves. And certainly not hedge mages who had grown up around the dirtiest thieves in

Traisbin. The tyrant’s concentration broken, the amber light faded and the pain running through

every muscle fiber of Roark’s body dissipated.He nearly collapsed, overwhelmed by the relief,

but forced himself back to his feet. He couldn’t waste this momentary advantage.While Marek

reeled from the attack, Roark stumbled up the stairs, using his hands as well as his feet like a

dog. He shouldered clumsily past Marek, knocking the sorcerer into the stone wall. With a last

surge of adrenaline, he reached up and snatched the pendant, ripping it from the Tyrant King’s

neck.“I’ll destroy you!” Marek screamed, any semblance of control gone. He groped blindly after

Roark as the younger man staggered away. “You’ll know nothing but agony from now until

eternity! Only in your wildest pain-induced hallucinations will you be able to dream of the sweet

release of death!”Roark’s strength gave out at the top of the stairs, and he fell into the blue

sitting room. He could hear Marek stumbling up the stairs after him. From the sound of it, the

Tyrant King was recovering quickly.There was only one recourse left. It was beyond dangerous,

but he didn’t have any other options.With shaking hands, Roark pulled the penknife from its

hidden pocket inside his leather jerkin. He slashed the sleeve of his woolen jacket open from

wrist to elbow and started carving the spell into his forearm, trying to picture the pub that

doubled as a resistance safehouse with as much clarity as his exhausted mind could manage.

Performing blood magick, such as this, was incredibly dangerous—and deadly unstable to boot

—but it was also far more powerful than regular written cantrips, and right now he needed all

the power he could muster.A portal opens in front of me, leading to the topmost floor of the

Hearth of the World.As he finished punctuating the sentence, the air before him shimmered



and a violet portal split the air with the ripping sound of torn cloth.It was a dangerous play.

Reckless.Portals were the least understood of all the branches of magick. Even with perfect

spelling and grammar and the most clear and accurate wording in the world, mages often

stepped through to find themselves trapped inside trees or half out of walls or creatures or

other people or crushed at the bottom of the Great Sea. Or a few miles away from the

destination they had in mind, mildly inconvenienced but otherwise fine. Two hundred years had

passed since the founding of the academy, and still no one had discovered any difference

between the portals that worked and the ones that killed the traveler in a variety of gruesome

ways.Roark pushed himself to his feet, ribbons of hot blood running down his arm and off his

fingers. The dripping red shined black in the violet light from the portal.“You fool,” came Marek’s

harsh whisper from behind him. “You’ll kill yourself.”The words were almost funny coming from

the sorcerer who’d threatened him with an eternal life filled with pain only moments before. In

the face of that, a grisly death in a tangle of limbs and organs or under hundreds of millions of

tons of water didn’t seem like much of a risk.“You’re as much a coward as the council,” Roark

called over his shoulder. “If I survive this, I’ll find a way to make you pay for every drop of

innocent blood you’ve spilled.”Bracing himself for the worst, Roark jumped into the

portal.Chapter 4The CitadelThe blue sitting room of Graf Manor disappeared in the bright violet

of the portal. Wind screamed past Roark’s ears as if he were falling from a great cliff. Then the

violet light blurred and stretched, splitting into rays of lilac, amethyst, burgundy, and indigo.

Waves of pain tore through his body. It felt as if he were being ripped apart one muscle fiber

and bone splinter at a time, then pieced back together over and over again. On the faraway

fringes of the torment, some detached part of his mind wondered whether that was how this

portal killed its travelers—by shredding them endlessly until their consciousness fell apart and

nothing was left.
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silvia, “Fun!. I’ve never read a litRPG novel before, in fact I didn’t even know what litRPG

meant, so I had to look it up to see what I was getting myself into. I have to admit, for someone

whose only experience with gaming is Pokemon & Candy Crush (I know, I know, don’t laugh!) it

took several chapters for me to get into but once I caught on I felt rather proud of myself for

“getting it”. Since I don’t play video games (well except for what I mentioned earlier...shhhh) all

this was new and fascinating to me.Roark is our smart mouth braggadocio hero who escapes

through a portal as he’s being pursued by the evil murderous Tyrant King. As he travels

through the portal into another dimension he’s transformed into a blue skin pot-bellied

Changeling and lands in a video game called Hearthworld. There he meets Kaz, another

Changeling who becomes not just an ally in this new world but a wealth of knowledge in how

this game world operates. Along with Changelings, there are all sorts of characters in this

world such as elves, shambling revenants(kinda zombie like), reaver bats, stone salamanders

etc.It’s seems the main purpose of Changelings and other low-level characters in this game is

to die at the hands of “heroes” and then come back to life just to die again so the “heroes” or

the people who play the games can advance to higher levels and eventually evolve and

perhaps win the ultimate level, BIG honcho of the dungeon. But Roark isn’t going to just roll

over and die without a fight. In order to return to his world and take on the Tyrant King,

remaining a low-level isn’t part of his game. Roark gathers together his merry band of low-level

misfits including fellow Changeling Kaz, a Salamander named Macaroni (yeah!) and others.

You’ll have to read in order to find out who’s who in the zoo.Bottom line is I had so much fun

reading this. One thing I really appreciated was the charts showing the stats when a lower level

character moved up from one level to the next and also when they leveled up or acquired a

new skill the change was written in italics. Like I said, I know almost nothing (ummm except for

what I mentioned earlier, shhh!) and all these nuggets helped a newbie like me immensely. By

the end of this book I was in my groove and felt like a real player. I feel like I’ve acquired some

skills albeit low level and am so ready for the next game to start. Roark here I come, I have

your back! Bring.It.On.”

LitRPGPodcast, “Combines some of my favorite sub genres. Priced a little high for page count,

but this novel is a very entertaining read. It incorporates a combination of several other sub

genres including: portal fiction, dungeon master (no core), re: Monster, and slice of life

litRPG.The novel starts off with the main character (MC), Roark, in a traditional fantasy world

with a writing based magic system. He’s part of a rebellion against the cruel and evil Tyrant

King. Though mishap, instead of deposing the King, the MC uses an unstable portal and ends

up in an alternate dimension, a VRMMORPG. The discovery portion of the game mechanics is

in line with the MCs understanding of magical principles. He never speaks in terms of the world

being a game, because to him, it’s just another strange world with specific rules.Game

mechanic wise, the story combines a traditional MMO stat and level system with the unique

quality that the MC comes into this world as a monster. He gets the capacity to evolve like he



would in a Re: Monster kind of story and regular player’s abilities. The dungeon master

mechanics don’t show up till late in the story and are really only 10% of the novel. Still, it’s an

interesting combination and the game mechanics are well detailed.Story-wise, once the MC is

in the game world (by the 11% mark), it’s pretty slice of life. The MC and a collection of allies

fight against players that come to raid the dungeon. There’s a nice progression of increasingly

difficult fights. There’s a bit of local world exploration and insight into the monster culture. But

that’s it. Sure, there may be long term plans for the story that relate to the MC’s original world,

after all you don’t do that much writing and world building about it without planning something.

However, in this novel it’s mostly fast paced action, adventure, leveling, and a bit of dungeon

building.Even though the end is a bit wand wavy in several respects, overall, the story it quite

good.Score: 7.5 out of 10”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book and no harem or adult erotica in it. Great book no harem or

adult erotica in it. This is a great dungeon fantasy book that just a fun read if you're not

interested in a Litrpg book with a plot and not every page a adult sex than this is for you. It

about a mage thrown into game world dungeon as a level 1 troll and his rise to power as the

boss of the 1st level and his start to take control of the dungeon.”

S Larcher, “Not your typical dungeon story. First the bad news - now I have another series I am

going to have to follow!Now the good news - same as the bad news!I loved this new take on

the dungeon story. The main character is not a gamer sucked into their game nor a hero who

becomes the dungeon that they keep raiding, but a somewhat flawed (mostly) good guy from

another fantasy world who gets transported into a dungeon mob. I loved the scene where they

wake up in the new body and try to come to terms with their game interface with no frame of

reference for what they are seeing.The story is well written and the characters interesting. The

story finishes at a suitable point, not with a cliffhanger but definitely leaving you wanting

more.Definitely recommend”

David M, “A good read. It took me a little bit of time to get into this book as the start was abit

slow however soon I was sucked in and couldn't put it down. It was an interesting twist to have

it start off in a fantasy world and then transfer into a gaming world with the usual levelling

elements.”

Chris, “Brilliant. I love this book. I don't normally like villian books but tbf the MC isn't really the

Gillian he's a hero from another world but a villian in this one so it's ok.”

Archie Hill, “Finished it in one night!!!. The book was a refreshing look on the litrpg genre by

rooting for the bad guys. Really enjoyed its mechanics on the dungeon and it's views on heros .

The main character was really in-depth as well with his flexible and open mind towards solving

problems and convincing the others that it was ok to break the taboos that had been in place

for so long.”

Scott Osmond, “A Portal Story With A Difference. Usually with a portal story someone from our

world is transferred to another where the rules are different. In this series a rebel finds himself

transferred in to a online game as a npc. Unlike other npc's he's got motivation and big ideas.

The players are about to learn what it is to face a npc who doesn't play by the rules and is out

to win at all costs. I enjoyed this first entry and will continue with the series. Good flow of action

and development. This entry had it's funny moments.”
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